Digital Transformation Use Cases

Context
Technology has long been a key driver in the success of the Oil & Gas (O&G) industry. Digitalization, i.e.,
the use of digital technologies to change a business model and provide new revenue and value-producing
opportunities, is driving the industry to a whole new level and will enable the next leap in performance
across the entire Exploration & Production (E&P) value chain.
In these post-downturn times, all service companies like Schlumberger are keeping a close eye on the
bottom line and are adopting solutions that drive performance without compromising workplace safety
and service quality. The promise that data analytics, machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI)
can provide these sought-after solutions is thus growing.
By building on its domain knowledge and partnering with leading digital companies, Schlumberger has
accelerated investment in digital upstream technology and created the DELFI cognitive environment.
This document describes the themes and areas of interest that cover some use cases that Montpellier
Technology Center (MpTC) is focusing on. MpTC is recognized as Schlumberger Center of Excellence
for Wellbore Interpretation Software & Structural Geology Modeling.
For the first three themes presented in this document, this Call for Projects is looking for generic
technology bricks that come from or target other domains than O&G (medical, gaming, automotive, etc.)
and that could be applied to MpTC use cases and DELFI workflows.
For the fourth theme on Geosciences, any innovative solution combining geoscience and data science to
support the automation of interpretations will be considered. Solutions that are not digital but that have
a strong potential for digitalization may also be considered.

Theme 1: Industrial and/or Physics Guided AI
It is estimated that just 5% of the data collected by the industry are used today, but that percentage is set
to increase significantly as O&G companies progress with their digital transformation.
The refinement of raw data is one that the industry has come to embrace in recent years. Aided by
advances in high-performance computing, cloud storage and machine learning, MpTC is installing the
infrastructure and writing the algorithms necessary to mine and refine the sub-surface data into
actionable steps. This data includes log data from wellbore measurements (physical information of the
formation such as radioactivity gamma, bulk density, resistivity, etc.), seismic data from exploration
campaigns and unstructured data (scanned petrophysical reports, etc.).

Areas of Interest

Keywords

High Performance Data Analytics platform

Parquet, Spark,
Stateful Serverless Computing,

Processing of time-series data

Machine Learning,
Physics Guided AI

Domain ontologies and unstructured Data Analytics

NLP, OCR, semantic web, KDD

Graph analytics

GraphFrame,
Graph algorithms,
Graph queries

Deployment of ML models to production and update of these
models with user feedback

Continuous active learning,
Model maintenance,
Automated model retraining,
Real-time training,
Data labeling

Deep Gaussian Process

Scalability, TensorFlow,
Surface map prediction

Theme 2: New web technologies
With the onset of cloud operations, the O&G industry now fully sees the ability to innovate, not in years
or even decades, but in weeks. Data streaming from thousands of sensors was not something that anyone
could digest in the past, but thanks to the cloud, IoT and data analytics technologies, the O&G companies
can now tackle bigger problems (e.g. comparison with analog wells) than what they previously would have
contemplated by automating the processing of this data and maintaining evergreen reservoir models
when new subsurface data becomes available.
Schlumberger recognizes that the future success of digitalization in the O&G industry will also proceed
from collaboration between experts of multiple domains and from openness to let customers customize
their own E&P workflows.

Areas of Interest

Keywords

Big data visualization for web applications (2D & 3D plots,
domain specific plots, distributed rendering)

Big data representation,
Gaming technology,
Server-side rendering,
Multi-GPU rendering,

Multi-user interaction and collaboration

Cloud-based collaboration workspace,
Cloud gaming,
Multi-player games

Orchestration of cloud microservices

Airflow, Argo, Kubeflow,
Multi-cloud workflow,
Data science pipeline,
Multi-pipeline support,
Third-party extensibility (plugins)

Cloud workspace technology for creating cross-domain
environments for scientific interpretation

Microservice UI composition,
Customizable UI,
Scientific collaboration,
Data annotation

Theme 3: Applied Mathematics
In reservoir evaluation, one of the main objectives is the determination of petrophysical parameters like
porosity, permeability or water saturation. To have an accurate estimation of these parameters, a
complete characterization of the mineralogy and fluids is necessary. On drilled wells, we measure physical
information of the formation (radioactivity gamma, bulk density, resistivity, etc.) for each depth. We
cannot measure directly the mineral and fluid composition but a relationship between well log data
measurements and components (minerals and fluids) exists and can be expressed as an inverse problem.
The problem is under-determined as we may have only several well log data and many possible minerals
combinations.
Another key objective in reservoir evaluation is to get critical insight into the dynamic behavior of the
reservoir. The challenge in this case is to represent complex 3D structural geometries (faults, horizons,
etc.) into a model that will be used to simulate flows within the reservoir. Today, the creation of such a
model is time consuming as it requires a lot of manual work to edit the fault and horizon networks. Any
technological brick that will contribute to the automation of this workflow will be very much appreciated.

Areas of Interest
Under-determined inverse problems
Dimension reduction for visualization of big data

Keywords
Under-determined,
Scalability
Big data visualization algorithms

3D structural modeling

Meshless,
Symbolic modeling,
Uncertainty,
Scalability

3D geometry and topology extraction in multi-dimensional data

Extraction and classification of 3D
objects,
3D objects relationships,
Medical imaging

Implicit surface reconstruction

Implicit function,
Non-linear interpolation

Image processing

Point-counting algorithm,
Pattern recognition

Uncertainty quantification and reduction

Deep Gaussian Process

Theme 4: Geosciences
Geosciences is a very wide domain mainly based on descriptions and understanding of cross-domain
information (e.g. structural geology, petrophysics). The integration of this variety of data helps reducing
risks in exploring or producing O&G fields. The whole industry is now willing to move to the next level of
interpretation and efficiency by embracing new technologies such as AI. It is expected that AI trained
models will tremendously help reducing uncertainty on projects by providing guidance to geoscience
domain experts working for example on new areas or large- scale basins.

Areas of Interest

Geoscience guided AI

Rock & Fluid knowledge base powered by new technologies

Digital Mud logs

Biostratigraphy recognition

Discovery of data linked through geological meta properties

Geothermal geology

Keywords
Geoscience Model (forward
modeling),
Data & metadata tagging,
Data labeling,
Machine Learning,
Geoscience smart search using NLP,
Efficient/scalable/accessible storage,
Domain related Quality scoring
Digital sedimentological /
stratigraphic drawings,
Digitization using ML for form and
content recognition,
Geoscience validated classification,
OCR/NLP combination for lithological
description
AI based image recognition (thin
sections and washed samples),
Reduction of a 3D recognition
criterion to a 2D space (applied
mathematics)
Data tagging,
Distance matrix (depositional
environments, lithology,
biostratigraphy, etc.),
Graph search
Geothermal modeling
Geothermal potential map

